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+441797222007 - http://www.khansindian-tn31.just-eat.co.uk/

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Khan'z from Rother. Currently, there are 16 menus and
drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also contact

them through their website. What User likes about Khan'z:
visited during the stay at the park dean resort in camber sands. has explored a few other places close to and

decided to khanz. ali who served us was great with us and our 19-month daughter. ordered a veg jalfrezi
vindaloo hot, veg dhansak, two cuconut rice, goan aloo and a few chapati. could say that the veg was fresh and
not frozen like most places, seasoned and aromen were excellent and the portions were on place... read more.
When the weather is pleasant you can also have something outside, And into the accessible spaces also come

customers with wheelchairs or physiological disabilities. What User doesn't like about Khan'z:
a takeaway ordered while they stay in place in the business. the order included a series of dressings that were all

quite meagre offers a huhn jalfrezi had 5 even small pieces of huh in it, which was a remarkable similarity with
the super market pre-supermarket pack... boiled chicken pieces. the initial disappointment with the extremely

small portioning that was compensated for by the ease of read more. You can at Khan'z from Rother try
delicious vegetarian courses, in which no animal meat or fish was brought into play, Dishes are also prepared

here, tastily and freshly with typical Indian spices.
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